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Distinct leaf separations. This leaf, for
example, has 5 lobes. 

Lobes:

Deciduous:
Catkin:

A type of tree with leaves that fall over
winter. These are also called broadleaf
trees. 

A thin, cluster of very small flowers. These are
produced by trees such as oak and birch.

Compound: 
A simple leaf but divided into smaller leaflets.
Thinking of the leaf as an entity starting from
the bud of the branch will help you distinguish
between the two! 

A leaf that is a singular entity, attached
to a branch or twig.

Simple: 

Toothed:
Descriptive term that signifies a leaf
with indents on its margin.

Margin:
A leaf border.

Needle:
Type of smooth, thin, waxy coniferous
leaves. 

Scale Like:
A type of coniferous leaf that
appears to have scales.

Samara:
A thin, papery seed structure which grows on
trees such as maples and elms. Believe it or
not, these are actually considered fruits! 

A type of tree that retains its foliage
year-round. 

Evergreen:

Veins:

Thin, visible channels on the leaf
which carry nutrients and water. 

Here are a couple of terms to help you along your tree identification
journey! 



Tree Cheat Sheet

__ __ N __

S __ R __ __ __

2 distinct types of leaves: 

Produces acorns with the top half

furrowed and the bottom half, smooth -

these were once used as a coffee

substitute

Symbol of a 80 years marriage! 

 (1) White group with rounded lobes 

 (2) Black-red group with sharp lobes

Conifer with needles attached in groups of 2,3

or 5 

Produces cones which are hard oval structures

with portruding wodden flaps

Squirrels, birds, racoons love these trees

This group of trees has around 220 species,

located across North America, Europe and Asia!

Leaves typically have a star-like

shape with ridged edges

Produces samaras, a pair of long, flat

and rounded seed structures which spin

when falling 

Symbol of the Canadian flag!

Important source of pollen for bees  

Conifer which grows shorter, rounder needles

spread out evenly throughout the branch

Produces cones that are thinner and more

flexible than _ _ n _. 

Used to make chewing gum

Tree group of the Old Tjikko, aged 9550 years

and one of the oldest trees on earth!

 

Pear-shaped, toothed leaves

Produces catkins

Known for their characteristic peeling bark 

They may be pretty but beware! These trees

are responsible for up to 20% of hay fever in

the Northern Hemisphere. A-a-atchooo!              

Attempt to fill in the blanks with the help of the descriptions and uncover some of Canada's most
common tree species!

 

*Important note: Trees within each group below vary but generally share the common characteristics listed *
 

P __ P __ A __

Grows simple, heart-shaped, toothed leaves 

Produces catkins and round, green fruit in

clusters 

Pioneer species: grows quickly, consumes a

lot of water and lives for a short period of

time

Its softer wood is used for boxes and papers

__ __ R __ H

Produces light-green, needles growing

together in bundles of about 30 

Conifer but needles shed during the winter

months

Grows cones which begin as red and yellow

and turn brown as the tree ages 

Historically used as a medicine against

indigestion and sore throats! 

__ __ D __ __

 Another conifer with short, flat and scale-

like leaves

 Produces cones measuring 1-2 cm

 Once believed to be a treatment for scurvy

 Can grow to up to 60 m in height!

H __ __ L __ __ __

Conifer with short and flat needles.

Unlike the s_r___ where its leaves grow

all around the branch, the leaves of this

tree grow side to side to one another

Shade tree that serves as an important

habitat for various species of fauna 

Deciduous tree which produces simple, ridged and

parallel leaves with shallow toothing 

Grows nuts protected by a hairy husk. These are

popular amongst bears and other wildlife 

Its wood is commonly used in fireplaces as its

dense property fuels strong fires 

__ E E __ __

__ __ __ LE

__ I __ C __

__ A __
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